
Biogeography 

Chap.7: Speciation and Extinction 



Recall that the three fundamental processes of biogeography are: 

 

   Speciation 

   Extinction 

   Dispersal 
 

All three have a strong geographic context.   

Speciation occurs across space as well as across time, and the 
production of new species, often requires geographic isolation, while 
extinction is the final stage of the long-term, large-scale processes 
influencing geographic range collapse. 

  



If the fundamental unit of biogeography is the 
geographic range of a species….. 

...THEN, WHAT EXACTLY IS A SPECIES? 



Book says….. 
 
… a species is thus an evolving entity with both a 
discrete beginning and a discrete end, a place of origin 
and a final refuge, and thus an important entity in 
evolutionary biology and biogeography… 



Species Concepts 

It’s clear that the species is a unit of fundamental importance.  But 
what is it?  A number of different species concepts have been 
developed. 

 



The distribution of beak depth in populations of 
Darwin’s finches on different islands in the 
Galapagos. 

Note the “clumpy-gappy” distribution.  This is typical 
of what most species concepts attempt to capture. 



Clinal variation: 



What is a species? 
 

Revisiting a few species concepts: 
 
 
 
   Morphological 
 
   Biological 
 
   Phylogenetic 



Morphological Species Concept 
   --Species can be distinguished from other species 
       by morphological traits 
 
    --”Classical” (see Linnaeus) species concepts,  
       works for majority of organisms 



Morphological Species concept limitations: 
 
High phenotypic plasticity in some groups (polytypic) 



Morphological Species concept limitations: 
 
Undetected speciation (cryptic species) 

African Bush Elephant              African Forest Elephant 



Biological Species Concept 
-- Groups of interbreeding natural 
populations that are reproductively 
isolated from other such groups 
  



Biological Species concept limitations: 
 
Organisms that reproduce asexually  



Biological Species concept limitations: 
 
Allopatric populations/species:  
-Reproductively isolated due to spatial segregation, 
but may be reproductively compatible 
 

Red-shouldered Hawk distribution 



Biological Species concept limitations: 
 
Hybridization: different species often hybridize 
naturally (very common in plants)  
 
 

A = Coulter Pine 

C = Jeffrey Pine 

B = hybrid 



Biological Species concept limitations: 
 
Fossils:  impossible to know for sure if similar looking 
species can interbreed  
 
 
 



Phylogenetic  Species Concept 

“the smallest diagnosable cluster of individual 
organisms within which there is a parental pattern 
of ancestry and descent” (Cracraft 1983) 
Clusters must be: 
 
1)  Monophyletic (ancestor and ALL descendants) 
2)  Derived through an evolutionary process of descent  
      from an ancestral lineage 
3)  Diagnosable through examination of derived characters 



Apomorphic vs. plesiomorphic characters 

Apomorphy:  derived character(s) 
 that uniquely identify a   
 monophyletic lineage 
 
Plesiomorphy:  primitive character  
 traits 



Phylogenetic Species concept limitations: 
 
Can inflate the number of species if species 
designations are based on a few characters 
 
Using single genes alone to identify differences 
between species can be misleading  
(gene tree vs. species tree).  
 
 





“Taxa” below the species level… 

•  Subspecies – Formal term given a distinct trinomial 
indicator (Homo sapiens sapiens) 

•  Geographic Races – Generally have non-overlapping 
ranges (used as synonym of subspecies) 

•  Varieties – Loose term for subspecies 

•  Ecotypes – Plant ecologists use this term for distinct 
populations that occur in particular habitats 

•  Phylogroups and or Evolutionary significant units – 
    “separate evolutionary lineages” 



How does a new species “emerge”? 
-- New species evolve from preexisting species 
 
-- Speciation processes 
 
      1) cladogenetic speciation 
      2) reticulate speciation  
      3) phyletic speciation 



Speciation processes 
 
      1) cladogenetic speciation (cladogenesis) 
      2) reticulate speciation  
      3) phyletic speciation (anagenesis) 



Regardless of the geographic events involved, the 
divergence of an ancestral species into two or more 
daughter species requires genetic change. 

Population geneticists recognize four microevolutionary 
processes that can lead to genetic divergence. 

  Mutation 

  Genetic Drift 

  Natural Selection 

  Gene Flow 



 

Mutation  
 
–Random changes in DNA  
 
–Source of all new alleles  
 
–If beneficial, allele frequency 
increases  
 
–Negative & neutral mutations 
also occur  



Genetic Drift  
 
–Change in allele frequencies that occurs 
     entirely from chance  
–Largest effects in small, isolated populations  



 

Natural Selection  
 
 …is the change in a population that 

occurs because individuals express 
genetic traits that alter their interactions 
with the environment so as to enhance 
their survival and reproduction relative 
to other individuals in the population  



Natural Selection 

While genetic drift is typically a 
rather weak force in creating 
genetic differentiation (at least 
in relatively large populations), 
natural selection is a powerful 
force. 

Classic example: 
INDUSTRIAL MELANISM,  
 
Biston betularia 
Peppered moth, Manchester, UK  



Gene Flow  
Movement of alleles within a population or 
between populations caused by the dispersal 
of gametes or offspring… 
 
….often tends to act counter to genetic drift 
and natural selection and impede genetic 
divergence. 



Adaptation and gene flow  
 
•Niche of species not fixed in either space or time 
 
•Expect adaptations at periphery of  
  distribution  
 
•So, why don’t the peripheral populations 
  of all species adapt to local conditions  
  resulting in continual expansion of range?  



…it has resulted in 
the subdivision of 
Peromyscus 
maniculatus (the deer 
mouse) into 50 
different subspecies. 

Local adaptation does 
 frequently occur…. 





Adaptive radiation of beach 
mice 



Peromyscus polionotus  
 
Pigmentation traits of subspecies 
on different barrier islands. 
 
All derived from ancestral old field 
mouse 



Karyotype “races” 

In the Palestine mole rat 
(Nannospalax ehrenbergi), the 
number of chromosomes increases 
along a gradient of increasing aridity 
from north to south in the Middle East. 

 

Local adaptation enforced by genetic 
incompatibility 



Along an elevation gradient in California’s Sierra Nevada 
mountains, the plant Achillea millefolium shows dramatic 
morphological differentiation.   

These plants 
were all grown 
in the same 
environment 
(“common 
garden”) from 
seeds collected 
at different 
elevations. 



Geographic Isolation 



The divergence of populations of the monarch flycatcher 
“superspecies” seem to provide an example of the founder 
effect. 

The random sampling of genes present in the parent 
population results in somewhat random differences among the 
populations inhabiting different islands. 



Clinal variation : used to describe a gradual change in one  
or more characters along a single environmental and/or  
geographic gradient  


